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Type Grading Description

Est $A

ADELAIDE POSTAL MARKINGS

2265 C

2266 DS

2267 C/CL

Ex Lot 2265

Pre-stamp covers etc including with the huge crowned-oval on 3 outers to England (two as backstamps), various
cds including of FE27/1854 on outer from Hobart with cut-to-shape 4d Courier, others in blue or in red,
'[crown]/FREE/184_' (dateslugs omitted) in red on OHMS entire to Port Adelaide & local front, etc, condition is very
mixed but several are fine to very fine. Potential for discoveries in the contents. (27 items)

500

Ex Lot 2266

Mostly 19th Century datestamps on annotated pages, lots of duplication, interest in the timecode or index
numbers, also Void Circle-in-Bars, Receiving House numeral '1' & a few instructional handstamps, etc, also noted
1859 'RAPID-BAY' cds (rated RRR) & a few better stamps, condition variable but many of the strikes are very fine to
superb. Lots of potential. (290 items approx)

400

Ex Lot 2267

19th Century datestamps on covers mostly to England with some better frankings including Imperf London Printing
6d x6 on 1856 cover "Per Burra Burra to Melbourne thence per Kent or first ship failing the Kent" (better condition &
this would be a standout single lot), '8 PENCE' on 9d brown, 9d violet single & pair, ½d brown block of 4 & Perkins
Bacon 4d etc, condition variable but many are good to very fine. (18)

1,000
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Type Grading Description

2268 C/CO

2269 C/CL

Est $A

Ex Lot 2268

- similar but mounted & annotated group of covers used internally or to England etc, with better frankings including
Imperf Adelaide Printing 2d blood-red & 6d slate-blue (cut-into), also '8 PENCE' on 9d brown, 9d violet, 'TEN PENCE'
on 9d red-orange, 'TEN PENCE' on 9d yellow, 6d with Type 1 'O.S.' Overprint (oversize cover) etc, condition variable
but many are good to very fine. (33)

1,000

Ex Lot 2269

Registered covers internal, interstate & overseas usages, several with registration squared-circles, series with
various registration labels including four different red/white styles, better frankings include 'POSTAGE & REVENUE'
2/6d (very late philatelic usage in 1909), Thin 'POSTAGE' 3d & 4d (toning), Thick 'POSTAGE' 4d perf 'SA' & 1/-, 5d
perf 'SA' etc, 1911 commercial usage to England of 3d Registration Envelope, several KGV period, useful later
covers to early-1970s including 1950 commercial airmail to NSW with 'POSTED OUT/OF COURSE' & 'OFFICIALLY
REGISTERED' handstamps, etc, condition variable but mostly good to very fine. A very worthwhile lot. (41)

1,000
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2270 C/CL

2271 C/CL

2272 C

Est $A

Ex Lot 2270

Machine cancellations collection partly on leaves including various pre-1913 types then a good range of early-KGV
period slogans including 'INVEST IN THE/SEVENTH WAR LOAN' & 'FINISH THE JOB/BUY PEACE BONDS', 1930s
types through to quite modern, condition variable but generally fine to very fine. A good lot for development. We
noted a 1907 cover with the original enclosures including a 3d coin!, and a few KGV scenic Letter Cards. (100+)

250

Ex Lot 2271

Branches of the GPO datestamps including superb oval 'DELIVERY WINDOW/...' on 1914 scenic lettercard & on
1916 cover (only one other half-strike recorded), '.../11FE37/INWARD LATE FEE' cds (ERD) on 1937 cover, boxed
'PARCEL POST/...' (only one other recorded) on 1926 cover, rubber 'CASHIER/PENSIONS/...' cds (unrecorded) on
1957 listed registered cover, 'STAMP SALES ADELAIDE/STH AUST' (LRD) on 1968 licence, rubber 'MONEY
ORDER ACCOUNTS/ 3 /ADELAIDE' cds (unrecorded) on 1967 cover, rubber 'MONEY ORDER SECTION/
ACCOUNTS/...' cds (earlier by 7 years of only 2 recorded), boxed 'GPO/ADELAIDE' d/s used at Poste Restante on
1907 (ERD) & 1908 PPCs, 'SECRETARY GPO/SA' cds in red on two 1879 OHMS covers, 22mm 'PAID
ADELAIDE/1D/...' cds on 1901 cover, triple-oval 'ACCOUNT BRANCH/...' d/s (unrecorded) in blue on 1910 OHMS
cover, 'INQUIRY OFFICE/ADELAIDE' squared-circle in red on 1910 cover, 'ADELAIDE/STH AUST' squared-circle in
red used on telegrams x2, undated 'TELEGRAPH OFFICE/ADELAIDE/ * ' h/s on piece x2, etc, condition variable. A
remarkable lot. (33 items)

500

Lot 2272

A- A1+ - 24mm unframed 'DEAD LETTER/69/JY23/ADELAIDE' (year at top) superb strike on face of cover to "New
Hamburg" with two superb strikes of unframed 'STRATHALBYN' cds & very fine 'UNCLAIMED' h/s, superb 30mm
unframed 'G. P. O./JY27/1869/ 8 /SOUTH AUSTRALIA' b/s (#UF1-9 - scarce; recorded 20 months), minor blemishes.

200
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2273 C

2274 C

2275 C/CL

B A1-

Est $A

Lot 2273

- 'M.O.O.ADELAIDE/AU4/13/S.A' cds & 'REGD ADELAIDE' cds of the same date both very fine strikes on stampless
OHMS cover to Victoria, red/white registration label, minor blemishes. [PSSA identifies two different 1) 27mm,
known only from an archival strike; & 2) 28mm, this item. However, this strike is also 27mm across, meaning there is
only one such cds recorded. The PSSA entries need to be amalgamated]

200

Lot 2274

A- A2+ - 'NEWS 10 PAID/MR5/03/ADELAIDE' largely superb strike on plain wrapper to Grevilles Telegram Co in Sydney.
Unrecorded.

100

Ex Lot 2275

The balance of the Adelaide collection being mostly post-WWII covers, some earlier material including GPO arrival
cds on PPC with GB/Egypt combination franking, various instructional handstamps including a few very unusual
items, a couple of 'FOUND OPEN' labels (one "mint"!), etc, generally fine to very fine. (100+ items)

Offer

